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Hi Everyone,
Charles Dickens famously began "A Tale of Two Cities'' with “It was the best
of times, it was the worst of times”, and right now I think that could be said of
Pattaya. For many, it has undoubtedly been the worst of times yet the community
rallied its support with food, masks, and financial donations bringing out the best
in many.
There have been businesses closing and unkind comments on social media, yet
I am amazed and deeply grateful for the continuing support of our customers,
contributors and you dear readers. Now more than ever can I ask that you scan
the QR codes of anything you find of interest in the following pages. Or if you are
viewing through our Pattaya Trader Website and Facebook pages please give us
your feedback.
Here’s hoping some semblance of normality comes to us all soon.
Good luck everyone, and please continue to support local business
Gloria x

Interested in advertising?
Phone: 0837 683 696
We will give you the best possible deals and help your business grow
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T

here was a time, long ago, when unlike
today, Manchester United were every
football supporters' second team. When
you were due to be visited by a team that had
a front line of George Best, Denis Law and
Bobby Charlton you couldn’t help but look
forward to seeing those great players live.
Being a West Ham supporter as a boy, I
remember United coming to East London
to play at Upton Park and the ground
being packed, with several thousand more
supporters outside. The chance to see what
were then, and have since turned out to be,
some of the greatest players ever to grace the
English game was an opportunity not to be
missed regardless of who you supported.
In the era that we are talking about here, the
late 60’s, Manchester United were loved for
two main reasons. Their attractive, attacking
style of play that brought great players to the
game and Sir Matt Busby, universally admired
throughout the game. He rebuilt the team after
the tragedy of Munich to win the League in
BOEBHBJOJO XIJDIUIFORVBMJÙFE
Manchester United for the European Cup of
1968, a competition Sir Matt was burning to
XJO5IFIPOPVSPGCFJOHUIFÙSTU#SJUJTIUFBN
UPXJOUIFDPNQFUJUJPOCFMPOHFEUP$FMUJD XIPIBEEFÙFEUIFPEETUIFQSFWJPVTZFBSCZUSBWFMMJOHUP-JTCPOBOECFBUJOH
*OUFS.JMBOJOUIFÙOBM.BODIFTUFS6OJUFEXFSFBJNJOHUPCFUIFÙSTUUFBNGSPNUIF&OHMJTIHBNFUPMJGUUIFDVQ
Unlike the group based early stages of the current Champions League competition, the European Cup in those days
was a straightforward knockout event. United started the chase for the trophy by playing Hibernians FC, the champions
of Malta for the previous year! They followed that 4-0 aggregate win with a tie against Sarajevo, which may not mean
much now but they were very successful at the time and United scraped through 2-1 after securing a 0-0 draw away
GSPNIPNF5IBUFBSOFEUIFNBRVBSUFSÙOBMESBXBHBJOTU(PSOJL;BCS[F B1PMJTIUFBNXIPIBWFTJODFGBEFEGSPNWJFX
CVUBUUIFUJNFXFSFBGPSNJEBCMFPVUÙUJODVQDPNQFUJUJPOT"GUFSTFDVSJOHBXJOBUIPNFJOUIFÙSTUMFH 6OJUFEIBE
UIFJSCBDLTUPUIFXBMMJOUIFTFDPOEMFHJO1PMBOEBOEEFTQJUFMPTJOH QSPHSFTTFEPWFSBMMUPSFBDIUIFTFNJÙOBM
5IF TFNJ ÙOBM QJUDIFE UIFN BHBJOTU 3FBM .BESJE  BMSFBEZ
six time winners and who were then, as now, a giant in the
European game and favourites to go through in the tie. The
ÙSTUMFHXBTBU0ME5SBGGPSEBOEEFTQJUFEPNJOBUJOHUIFHBNF 
United only won 1-0 with a goal from George Best. The second
leg in Madrid was a classic, with United showing that they
had arrived as a world class club side. Finding themselves 3-1
down at half time, they came out for the second half to put
relentless pressure on Madrid, scoring twice and levelling the
NBUDI HPJOHUISPVHIUPUIFÙOBMPOBHHSFHBUF
5IF ÙOBM XBT QMBZFE BU 8FNCMFZ TUBEJVN JO .BZ PG 
I was 10 years old at the time and remember watching the
game on a black and white portable TV whilst visiting my sister
in hospital. Colour TV didn’t reach our neck of the woods until
later that year! Just to give you an indication of the times,
standing tickets priced at ten shillings were being sold on
the black market for seven pounds and seat prices were two
pounds each and going for twenty pounds. In the match itself
Bobby Charlton gave United the lead in the 54th minute with
BSBSFIFBEFEHPBMCVU#FOÙDBFRVBMJTFEJOUIFUINJOVUFUP
bring the match all square.
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Then Alex Stepney, the United keeper, kept them in the game with two outstanding saves from Eusabio, which took the
NBUDIJOUPFYUSBUJNF0OMZUISFFNJOVUFTJOUPUIFÙSTUQFSJPE (FPSHF#FTUXBTQMBZFEUISPVHICZBIFBEFSGSPN#SJBO
Kidd and danced around a defender and the keeper to stroke it into an empty net. Kidd himself added a third only two
NJOVUFTMBUFSCFGPSF#PCCZ$IBSMUPOTDPSFEBNBHOJÙDFOUGPVSUIBOE6OJUFEXPOUIFHBNF
What really stands out about the whole event was the outpouring of goodwill from both the Manchester United players
and all football supporters around the world towards Sir Matt. The culmination of his ten year rebuilding of the football
club. You can really see how happy the players were for him as they paraded the trophy around the stadium. A memorable
night for a memorable man and the football team he built from the ruins of the Munich disaster.
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By0DJQD&DUWD/DZ2IˋFH

Estate Administration in Thailand (Thai Probate Law)

E

state Administration refers to the process of gathering and
managing the estate of a deceased, disbursing any debts
and taxes, and distributing the remaining property to the
heirs. A Last Will and Testament usually determine the heirs of an
estate. When a person dies without a Last Will and Testament,
the distribution of the intestate’s assets shall be according to the
six classes of statutory heirs in Thailand.
*O HFOFSBM  UIF TUBUVUPSZ IFJST PS UIF CFOFÙDJBSJFT PG UIF -BTU
Will and Testament will not be able to receive or manage any
assets without a court order. In Thailand, the authorization from
UIFDPVSUJTEFFNFEBTUIFÙOBMKVEHNFOUUPCFBQQMJFEBTUIF
DPOÙSNBUJPO EPDVNFOU GPS FTUBUF BENJOJTUSBUJPO 8IFUIFS UIF
deceased had made a Will or not, a petition to the court for the
BQQPJOUNFOUPGUIFFTUBUFBENJOJTUSBUPSNVTUÙSTUCFGBDJMJUBUFE
The statutory heirs or the interested persons are eligible to
submit the petition to the court for the appointment of Estate
Administrator.
5IFIFJSTDBOCFUIFCFOFÙDJBSJFTCZUIF8JMMUPUIFTUBUVUPSZIFJST
The legal spouse who is still living is deemed as a statutory heir.
- The interested person means the person who has the interests
related to the inheritance, such as a wife who did not legally
register marriage but has acquired assets in the estate together
with the deceased.
The Estate Administrator or the Executor of the Will must be of
legal age (18 years or older). He or she must not be an insane
person or quasi-incompetent person, and not a bankrupt person
adjudged by the court.

Required documents in submitting a petition to the court for the
appointment of an administrator of the estate are as follows:
%PDVNFOUTTVDIBTCJSUIDFSUJÙDBUF NBSSJBHFDFSUJÙDBUF IPVTF
CPPL  JEFOUJÙDBUJPO DBSE  UP TIPX UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO UIF
petitioner and the deceased proving that they are statutory heirs
or the interested person.
%FBUIDFSUJÙDBUFPGUIFEFDFBTFE
3.Documents relating to the estate such as land title deed,
DPOEPNJOJVN VOJU PXOFSTIJQ DFSUJÙDBUF  DBS SFHJTUSBUJPO CPPL 
bankbook etc.
4.Family tree mapping to show the relation between the deceased
and the statutory heirs
5.Consent Letter for Estate Administrator appointment from the
statutory heirs (if any)
6.The Last Will and Testament of the deceased (if any)
/BNF4VSOBNF$IBOHF3FHJTUSBUJPO$FSUJÙDBUF JGBOZ
The petition for Estate Administration shall be submitted to the
court where the deceased resides on the time he/she pass away.
On the other hand, if the residence of the deceased is outside
Thailand, the petition shall be submitted to the court jurisdiction
where the estates are located.
After all the necessary documents have been submitted to the
court, the proceedings shall take up to 2 months for the court
to issue the court hearing date. The relevant persons have to be
present at the court to testify under oath with all the evidences.
Within 1 month thereafter, if there is no objector to the case,
the estate administrator can ask for copies of the court order
JODMVEJOHUIFÙOBMDBTFEPDVNFOUUPBENJOJTUSBUFUIFFTUBUFPG
the deceased.
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&+$5/,(˨6*22'721,*+7,1((
By Steve Wade

C

harlie Watts, the drummer, and
heartbeat of the Rolling Stones
passed away on the 24th of August.
Fifty years ago at age thirteen, I started to
CVZNZÙSTUWJOZMSFDPSET3JEFB8IJUF4XBO
CZ 53FY * UIJOL XBT UIF ÙSTU  CVU MBUFS UIBU
year The Rolling Stones put out Brown Sugar
and I thought “What the hell is this?” - I’ve
been a massive fan ever since. Only people
of my age understand what it’s like to have
B CBOEmT NVTJD JO ZPVS MJGF GPS ÙGUZ ZFBST *U
becomes a part of your DNA. You don’t
choose to listen to it, you have to. And so I
still do.
Keith Richards says in his book "Life" that
Charlie was the musical bed that he lay in
and he was right. That swing, that sway and
swagger their best tracks had, started with
Charlie and spread through Keith and out to
the rest of the band. It is something that at
their best they did better than anyone else,
and that was down to Charlie.
The least obvious of rock stars, his humility and good grace never left him. His bemusement when 70,000 people
chanted his name during the band introductions was clear to see. Yet he took it all in good humour, sat back down and
just did his job - brilliantly! I must have seen them at least ten times, starting back in ‘76 through until 2003 and not once
did he let the side down. One or two of the others were occasionally under the weather! But not Charlie.
The outpouring of goodwill and good wishes that have been evident since his passing are a testament to the esteem
both as a person and musician that he was held in. There have been some wonderful tributes from musicians of every
generation, ranging from the remaining Beatles through Liam Gallagher and everyone in between.
*UIJOLUIJTJTBSFÚFDUJPOPGIJTQFSTPOBMJUZ*GZPVTQFOEZFBSTJOUIFMJNFMJHIUFWFSZUIJOHDPNFTPVUFWFOUVBMMZ CVU
ZPVDBOmUÙOEBOZPOFXJUIBCBEXPSEUPTBZBCPVU$IBSMJF)FEJEXIBUIFEJECFTUBOEMFUUIBUTQFBLGPSJUTFMG5IF
SFTUXBTKVTUTPNVDIÚPUTBNBOEKFUTBNBOEIFIBEWFSZMJUUMFUPEPXJUIJU
His dilemma was that he loved to
play the drums with the Stones.
However, that meant leaving
home which he hated to do but
when he was at home he missed
playing the drums. He didn’t
like being on the road, although
it did get more comfortable as
the band got older. “Five years
playing and twenty years hanging
around” was one of his quotes
when talking about touring, little
knowing then that he wasn’t even
halfway through the journey!
I love the Rolling Stones and
Charlie was inseparable from
them.
Cheers Charlie. Keep it steady,
keep ‘em honest, keep it rolling.
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Fools In Paradise…

and there are plenty of them!

W

here does it all go wrong? Isn’t it true that all these
“Farangs” (foreigners) are seen as people with
money to spend? Good looking: white skin boys
always seem to have plenty of dough to spend - aren’t we
all jealous? .Is that why Thais use whitener cream? Is life
abroad so much better than living in Thailand? Would it not
be a dream to marry one of those rich men, always funny
and happy bunnies? Well mannered, with perfect English,
stylishly dressed, treating you like a Princess, staying in
nice hotels, eating fancy dinners…
And off she goes. Falling for his charms, his impressive
stories and smile.He falls for her too and takes her back
to his home country. Sorts out a passport, visa and some
warm clothes to prepare her for her first trip abroad. Let the
adventure begin!
Sadly, she flies back after 6-7 weeks. The sudden climate change,language barrier,dramatic change of mood,
lifestyle and the house that wasn’t quite the same as he described. He doesn’t seem to have much time to spend
with her either..He goes to work early in the morning, while it is still dark and cold. Dinner is at 6 PM – followed by a
movie on TV, and off to sleep early..She feels isolated. doesn’t know what to do all day? Turns out he isn’t what he
said he was Turns out life isn’t as glamorous as he led her to believe. A typical romance with a 2-week millionaire.
How could things turn so different, so quickly, so unexpected;y?
The truth is the “prince on the white horse” had many dreams as well.but never realized that living abroad, for
someone used to her life in her home country, could be so difficult. Never realized that it is impossible to continue a
similar lifestyle at home as during his annual fortnight vacay in Thailand. Across the globe, guys have been saving up
for that trip, marking off the days on the calendar to the big getaway. Two weeks of heaven, two weeks in paradise,
and then back to the real world to repeat the cycle when time and resources are available.The 2-week millionaire.
As one of Pattaya’s leading and longest-standing realtors, we have seen quite a few of them
“Tire kickers”, totally in love with their recently met Thai fiancée, looking at the fanciest pool-villas and luxury
apartments you can imagine. What is your budget, Sir? “I have no budget – If we” like it, we” buy it” …And for sure,
she is impressed. And so would we be if we believed that there really are clients with “no budget”.
What is the current situation now during the COVID malaise? The party-boppers are no longer here and we are back
to the long stayers. Of which quite a few live on a minimum budget, chasing the 99 Baht buster breakfast deals.
The farang clientele that doesn’t spend money and speaks Thai a little bit too much. Doom & gloom? No, not really.
Luckily there are many foreigners remaining that do spend quite a bit to afford their lifestyle living the dream in
Pattaya.
Will this be the end of the “2-week millionaire” era? I don’t think so. Maybe not straight away but I hope to see them
again sooner rather than later bringing life back to the scene. And the whitener?Nah, keep the skin color you’re born
with my dear Thai friends.
From our perspective the current state of Thailand, in general, is
attractive.Rents are cheap, entertainment is affordable, food and
beverage are cheap and delicious.Thailand is a great place, soon
to recover from its current downturn. If you consider changing
your lifestyle for good, have a chat with us. There are many ways
you can exchange your drab, cold, and friendless country to a
much more desirable place to live. But keep your head screwed
on and don’t waste (and lose) your money on temptations.
Town & Country Property has near 20 years of experience, not just
in the real estate scene here in Pattaya, but also on a social level.

For more information
please contact – info@towncountryproperty.com
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Make your listings more effective by
doing these 4 things
By Cheyenne Hollis
These tips will help your property listings jump off
the screen
Listings are the lifeblood of your business. They
are the first point of contact most people have
with a property. What they see and read about it
will determine if they ask for more information or
simply move on to the next place. And yet, there
are so many bad listings floating around.
The thing is, it’s not that hard to make your listings
more effective. You probably have all you need
already. The key is putting in a little extra effort to
make sure they standout. Do it right and you’ll be
receiving more leads in no time.
With that in mind, let’s take a look at four ways to
make your listings more effective.

4 ways to make your listings more effective
More photos
Dot Property allows you to upload up to 30
photos to each listing. Take advantage of this
by adding as many pictures as you have for
the property. There is no reason to skimp. As
we all know, photos are a key driver of leads.
The more people see, the more likely they will
be to inquire about it.

Create a great title
A simple way to make your listings more
effective is to give them a great title. Don’t
simply state the name of the building and how
many bedrooms it has. Find a unique selling
point and focus in on that. This could be a fact
that makes it special, such as being a corner unit, or a trait other properties may not have, like being family friendly.
With so many listings out there with plain titles, creating a great one is an easy way to get more eyes on your
property.

Say something about it
A lot of people put minimal effort into the
description. This is a big mistake. Providing
details in this section helps fill in the blanks
a person may have about the listing. Photos
can’t always convey certain aspects.
Property seekers want to know about the
neighborhood, the amenities and other
things like that. Give them this information in
the description.

Don’t be vague
When someone is looking for a property,
they steer clear of listings that are vague.
Especially when it comes to location,
price and condition of the property. Being
transparent about these is a quick way to
make your listings more effective.
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96FM Pattaya People Radio

YOUR VERY OWN JUKEBOX

E

veryday in every way, music can help your
world go round as a companion to your
daily lifestyle. Like a good friend by your
side helping to enhance your well being.
The Jukebox was a necessary friend to hear
your favourite songs in the 60s and 70s. So
think of 96fm as your very own Jukebox, full of
fab sounds from the 50s, through the 60s, 70s,
etc., right through to recent hits.
There’s so much to be grateful for having 96FM
Pattaya People Radio as your faithful partner
and it’s up 2 U to let us know what songs get you in the mood. Make a selection by texting us your favourites to
play.
Our regular 96FM programming starts each weekday with the highly
entertaining MORNING GLORY from 8am to noon followed by LET’S DO
LUNCH from noon to 2pm. After that, a little AFTERNOON DELIGHT is always
nice from 2pm to 4pm, then, THE SUNDOWNER SHOW from 4pm to 6pm is
usually accompanied by a cocktail or three.
MSN International News in English is at 12 noon, 2pm, 4pm & 8pm
All through the weekend, a full service of entertainment can be enjoyed.
Pattaya People Radio on 96FM and online via the free downloadable Pattaya
People app (check out DOWNLOAD instructions on the TV page) has not
stopped providing a wonderful addition to each treasured day and still provides
happy, positive, life enhancement with it’s ‘Sunshine Hits On 96’ motif.
96FM can be heard in your car or on any household radio via the FM option,
plus online with the ‘Pattaya People’ free app which can easily be downloaded
to your mobile device or computer.
5PQRVBMJUZTPVOEBOEWBSJFEFOKPZBCMFDPOUFOUIPVSTBEBZGSPNPVSTUBUJPOTXJMMNPTUEFÙOJUFMZFOIBODFZPVS
daily music listening here in Pattaya, or, in fact, outside of Pattaya and, in fact, anywhere in the world.
The ‘coolest’ commercial playlist in town is on 96fm and is regularly updated with lots of great new popular
contemporary tunes and additional ‘oldies but goldies’ which are bound to get your groove on and bring back so
many memories! New to 96FM this month are many new tracks added to the already diverse playlist which is updated
regularly. No need to put a coin in our Jukebox as it’s totally free.
Feel the sunshine eminate from your personal listening device with ‘Sunshine Hits on 96’.
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PATTAYA PEOPLE TELEVISION

LOOK, LISTEN & LEARN

P

PTV is still at the forefront of
providing important information
for our Pattaya Ex-Pat
community with a wealth of up to date
information about subjects close to
our hearts and important for living as
BGPSFJHOJOEJWJEVBM QMVTBSFÚFDUJPOPG
entertaining aspects of our city .
Plus, it is now a great way to learn
about the customs and culture of
Thailand whilst also learning a few
Thai words at the same time.
Learn to ‘Waii Like A Thai’, find
out about the quirky traits of Thais
and travel around Thailand with our
informative travelogues.
Then, check out Barry Upton and ‘Discover Pattaya’ editor Gloria Jones with their monthly comments and chat
about the latest goings on around town, plus many interesting local celebrity interviews and features.
Pattaya People TV is available on your smartphone or computer 24 hours a day.
PPTV is not only on TMN cable TV, direct to your viewing
room of choice, but all over Thailand and, indeed,
worldwide on the ‘Pattaya People’ free downloadable
the free app for your laptop, computer or smart phone.

If there are still those of you who have not
downloaded the Pattaya People Free App, here’s
how to.
It’s so easy, even our Ozzy friends can do it. 555
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Go to your app store (Play Store or similar).
Type in ‘Pattaya People’.
Press on ‘INSTALL’
Press on ‘OPEN’
Watch all Pattaya People TV features
on the Pattaya People streaming facility.

With the TMN cable network, internet access from the
Pattaya People web site, www.pattayapeople.com and
the free downloadable Pattaya People app., it means
that our weekly updated output can be sought easily,
even on our smartphones.

Look, listen & learn with Pattaya
People Television.
DISCOVER PATTAYA
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10 HACKS TO LOSE THE COVID KILOS

L

ockdowns can be ruinous for our health, for mental health, for physical health and
for a feeling of being trapped indoors too many hours in the day leading to boredom
and eating too much. In an ideal world there would be plenty of time to cook and
prepare healthy, balanced nutritious meals. I am sure many of our readers are managing
UP EP KVTU UIBU )PXFWFS  GPS UIPTF PG VT XIP IBWF GPVOE JU NPSF EJGÙDVMU  IFSF BSF
some weight loss hacks to keep us on track with a healthier lifestyle and to help shed
the “Covid Kilos”.

Healthy Snacks
The problem with convenience stores such as 7/11 and Family Mart is that they
are a hotbed of unhealthy snacks. Crisps,chocolate bars and biscuits are all too
easy to pick up. If they’re near you when you’re hungry, the temptation may just
be too great. Instead look for bags of nuts - there’s usually a good assortment
or try a low calorie lolly - ones using yoghurt are often only around 70-80
calories and can be very refreshing.

Drink More Water
Drinking water seems to be the cure for everything from better skin,
improved digestion, and yes losing weight. If you drink a glass of water
CFGPSF B NFBM JU XJMM ÙMM ZPVS TUPNBDI TP ZPV FBU MFTT XJUIPVU GFFMJOH
hungry. Also between meals feeling hungry can actually be a sign of
being dehydrated so again try drinking water instead of reaching for
a snack. Drinking water instead of sugary drinks or even sugar-free
drinks will train your tastebuds to enjoy less sugar each day which will
in turn lead you to crave less sweet treats. Try adding lemon,lime, strawberry or
cucumber to your water to make it more interesting.

Stay Active
During enforced lockdowns it’s easy to become a couch potato but weight loss is not just about food and calories
it's important to keep moving and stay active. Ride a bike, go for a run or a long walk, take a swim in your pool or if
you live in a condo try taking the stairs instead of the lift. If you can’t go to the gym at this time then try some exercise
SPVUJOFTJOEPPST&BDIEBZUSZMZJOHPOUIFÚPPSXJUIZPVSMFHTSBJTFEVQBHBJOTUUIFXBMMGPSNJOVUFT5IJTIFMQTZPVS
circulation and improves digestion so you can process your food more easily..
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Brush Your Teeth
Obviously in the morning and before going to sleep should be a a
normal routine but try also doing this after every meal you eat. Not
only will it improve your general dental hygiene, the clean minty, fresh
feeling, it affords will also encourage you not to upset that by eating
more especially if you are used to a dessert and are trying to skip
that..

Plan Meals
As Benjamin Franklin once said “Failing to plan is planning to fail.”
Planning helps you avoid making poor food choices and when trying
to eat more healthily it's a good idea to have pre-portioned meals
ready and waiting in the fridge. Plus, when you meal prep, you can
opt for the best ingredients and can pre-portion your food. It also
IFMQTZPVBWPJEPQFOJOHUIFGSJEHFUPÙOEPVUZPVIBWFOPUIJOHUP
eat!

Wear a waistband
Another COVID problem, especially when working from home is that
it is all too easy to take to wearing loose, comfy, clothing throughout
the day. This can often lead to a tendency to let yourself “grow into
ZPVSDMPUIFT5SZXFBSJOHTPNFUIJOHUIBUIBTBÙUUFEXBJTUCBOE
especially when you eat. It will help you to feel when you have had
enough to eat and if it makes you feel a little uncomfortable then
that will give you the impetus to shed a couple of kilos and feel more
comfortable.

Drink Black Coffee & Green Tea
Coffee only becomes fattenting when you add milk cream and sugar to it. An average mug of black coffee usually has
just 5 calories. It is also a big source of antioxidants that can lower your risk of type 2 diabetes, protect your liver and
IFMQÙHIUEFQSFTTJPO*UXJMMBMTPJNQSPWFZPVSFOFSHZMFWFMTBOETPIFMQCVSOGBU
Green Tea is another ideal hot drink to take when losing weight as it helps the fat burning process especially if taken
BGUFSBGBUUZPSDBMPSJÙDNFBM

Scan the menu
Choose healthy options from restaurants or take away menus Look for keywords on the menu that are giveaways for
what to avoid such as :pan-fried, crispy, breaded, cream. Alfredo. Dishes with these words tend to have a lot of fat and
TBMU*OTUFBE MPPLGPSJUFNTXJUIHSJMMFE TUFBNFE CBLFE SPBTUFE TFBSFEJOUIFEFTDSJQUJPO5SZUPTFMFDUNFBU ÙTI 
vegetables and avoid bread and desserts

Spice things up
Often a diet can consist of boring, bland food that doesn't taste good is going to be hard to stick to. Try adding herbs
BOETQJDFTUPFOIBODFUIFÚBWPVSBOEQVUUBTUFJOUPZPVSGPPE"MTPDFSUBJOTQJDFTIBWFBDUVBMMZCFFOGPVOEUPCF
CFOFÙDJBM UP XFJHIU MPTT 'PS FYBNQMF  BDDPSEJOH UP B  TUVEZ CZ 5VGUT 6OJWFSTJUZ  UVSNFSJD DBO IFMQ ZPVS CPEZ
burn fat. Likewise Cayenne pepper, Cumin
and in fact chillies generally can raise body
temperature and boost the metabolism. Also
black pepper is rich in piperine, which gives
UIFQFQQFSJUTVOJRVFÚBWPVSBOEDBOIFMQ
prevent the formation of fat cells. Ginger is
also useful for controlling blood sugar levels
and can prevent a spike in glucose levels
after meals heavy in carbohydrates or sugar.

Eat Mindfully
5IFÙOBMIBDLJTBQTZDIPMPHJDBMPOFOBNFMZ
that you should pay attention to the food on
your plate. Don’t eat while you are on your
phone in front of the TV or working at your
computer. Instead try to take time out to
eat at the table and chew slowly. you'll feel
NPSFTBUJTÙFEBOEMFTTIVOHSZ
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Across

Across

 'HWHFWLYH -LPP\ 'R\OH LQ WKH  PRYLH 7KH )UHQFK
&RQQHFWLRQ 
&KDUDFWHUSOD\HGE\.HYLQ&RVWQHULQWKHPRYLH7KH
8QWRXFKDEOHV 
$XGUH\ +HSEXUQ SOD\HG (OL]D 'RROLWWOH LQ WKLV  ˋOP

3URIHVVRU*+'RUULQWKHPRYLH7KH/DG\NLOOHUV 
5RG7D\RUZDV0LWFK%UHQQHULQWKLVPRYLH 
+HZDV6HDQ0DJXLUHLQWKHˋOP*RRG:LOO+XQWLQJ

%XUW5H\QROGVZDV/HZLV0HGORFNLQWKLVPRYLH 

&DSWDLQ9LUJLO+LOWVLQWKHPRYLH7KH*UHDW(VFDSH

)D\:UD\VWDUUHGLQWKLVFODVVLF 
'U5REHUW/DQJGRQLQWKHPRYLH7KH'D9LQFL&RGH

1RUPDQ%DWHVLQWKHPRYLH3V\FKR 
%HUQLH)RFNHULQWKHPRYLH0HHWWKH)RFNHUV 
'LUHFWRURIWKHˋOP$&ORFNZRUN2UDQJH 
 6KH SOD\HG WKH SDUW RI .DWKDULQH +HSEXUQ LQ WKH 
PRYLH7KH$YLDWRU 
7RP+DQNVZDVWKLVFKDUDFWHULQWKHPRYLHRIWKH
VDPHQDPH 

Down
$O3DFLQRZDV9LQFHQW+DQQDLQWKLVPRYLH 
 +H ZDV 0LOWRQ :DUGHQ LQ WKH  ˋOP )URP +HUH WR
(WHUQLW\ 
 +H ZDV *HRUJH7D\ORU LQ WKH  PRYLH 3ODQHW RI WKH
$SHV 
+HZDV&KDQFHWKH*DUGHQHULQWKHˋOP%HLQJ7KHUH

+HZDV'HWHFWLYH9LUJLO7LEEVLQWKHˋOP,QWKH+HDW
RIWKH1LJKW 
1LFROH.LGPDQZDV6DWLQHLQWKLVPRYLH 
+HZDV6HDQ7KRUQWRQLQWKHˋOP7KH4XLHW0DQ


Down
+HZDV6SDUWDFXVLQWKHFODVVLF 
-LP%UDGGRFNLQWKHPRYLH&LQGHUHOOD0DQ 
 6KH ZDV WKH YRLFH RI 1RUPD -HDQ LQ WKH  PRYLH
+DSS\)HHW 
5RVH6D\HULQWKHFODVVLF7KH$IULFDQ4XHHQ 
 7RP &UXLVH ZDV GHWHFWLYH -RKQ $QGHUWRQ LQ WKLV 
PRYLH 
'LUHFWRURIWKHPRYLH:DURIWKH:RUOGV 
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Do you know about the Health Insurance requirements for Long Stay
Visa Applicants in Thailand?
Last year’s new ruling by the Ministry of Public Health has meant that people applying or re-applying a non-immigrant
visa will now need to have a Thai health insurance policy for the duration of their stay.

Do you have the correct Medical Insurance in place?
We work with companies that are approved by Thailand immigration.

Have you been refused insurance because of your age?
We work with companies that will accept applicants up to 75 years of age.

Have you been unable to find English speaking support staff?
We have English speaking staff to assist you, also can put you in touch with German, French, Russian, Italian, Japanese
and of course Thai speakers.

Do you have pre-existing health conditions?
Bespoke packages can be arranged with full disclosure.

Have you been refused a renewal of your insurance because of your age?
We work with companies that can supply policy renewability to age 99 years.

We can help with all the above by sourcing the right company for your needs here in Thailand. With a free
no obligation appraisal our local advisor (right here in Pattaya) can offer you the best policy to cover your
requirements.
Contact us now to tell us how we can help.
Expat Finance
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